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Abstract
We describe improved mechanisms to accurately classify days when news for topics receive unexpectedly
high amount of coverage. We further investigate the
factors which influence this classification using ‘Presidential Elections’ as the topic of interest. This helps
in bringing out useful trends and relations between
days with hot topics by varying variables like history
window size,van-ratio etc. We also propose a statistical scheme to approximate major events related to the
topic. We then try to approximate the chain of events
related to the major events. This can support a news
alert service and also serve the purpose of automatically tracking news which follow up major events.
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Introduction

News feeds are an important source of information.
They provide relevant news through electronic media. The purpose of this paper is to find the days
when a particular topic is Hot or receives extraordinary amount of coverage. Some work has been done
to find hot bursty features from text over a period of
time [4] and also to find hot topics in news feeds [5, 6].
Our aim is to extend the work done in [5]. Our contributions are mentioned below:• Provide better statistical metrics than the UCL
metric.
• Portray various trends which exist in Hot Topics.
• Vary various parameters and obtain ideal values.
• Develop the concept of Derived Hotness.
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2.1

Experiment Performed
Topic and Sources

We use AG’s Corpus of News Articles which have
news feeds from over 2000 sources like Reuters, New
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York Times etc from 2004-08-17 to 2004-12-18. Our
topic of interest was ‘Elections’. The U.S. Presidential
elections were held on 2004-11-02 and was definitely a
Hot Topic during that period. The data-set was highly
inconsistent as a source which provides news one day
might not provide even one document the next day.
We selected reliable sources i.e. which has published
at least three documents that day.
2.2

Text Analysis

The raw news feeds have well-defined fields such as
the ‘title’, ‘description’ etc. We performed analysis
on these fields to find whether the document is about
the topic under consideration. There were around
500 control vocabulary terms [1, 2, 3] related to U.S.
Presidential Elections. As the number of control
vocabulary terms is about 400-500, we manually listed
them instead of using tf-idf. These control vocabulary
terms help to qualify whether a document is related
to ‘Elections’ or not.
We apply our own method to provide score to
each document. We take the text within the ‘title’
field of each article and search for matches of control
vocabulary terms along with their frequency. The
frequency of each matched term is multiplied with a
constant alpha-value (i.e either .3 or .4 or .5 ) and
summed up to get alpha-score. Similarly for the
terms which occur in the ‘description’ field, we use a
beta-value (i.e either .1 or .2) and therefore get the
beta-score. Both these scores are added together to
get the overall RawScore for the document d. The
alpha-value is greater than the beta-value because
terms which occur in ‘title’ are more significant than
those in the ‘description’ field. This score is then
normalised to a range 0 to 1.
Score(d) =

1/N × RawScore(d)

Here Score is the normalized score and N is normalization constant. Documents which have a score greater
than 0.5 are considered as major reference for the topic

Figure 2: Sample Curves
were occurrences when the topic was hot for several
days for a short span of time. Then again there were
some patches when the topic was not hot at all.
2.3.1

• We can capture a rising hot topic curve as the average value for the history is low compared to the
sudden shoot up in that day’s ptoday value. However, to capture the descending hot topic curve,
the average measure may not be the best metric
as it also includes contribution from adjacent days
when the topic was hot. These days are outliers
in history which increase the UCL. Due to this,
during the descent some days when the topic was
still hot may be missed.

Figure 1: A plot of UCL and ptoday values
that day. We keep track of such articles along with the
source.
2.3

Identifying Hot Topics

We briefly explain the various parameters used for
this purpose. In paper [5] they perform the following
step:

• Figure 1 depicts that the UCL curve shows some
delay in adjusting to the changes in ptoday curve.
Due to this classification of days when the topic is
hot may go wrong. Both false positives and false
negatives may increase.

d = N o of documents relevant to the topic that day
n = T otal N o of documents that day
D = N o of documents relevant to the topic in the
history
N = T otal N o of documents in the history
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N

The history window size is another variable which can
be varied as we will show later. The R.H.S of (3) is
called UCL (Upper Control Limit). If (3) holds, then
topic is Hot that day. Here the UCL threshold is not
constant.
From Figure 1, we observe that the ptoday curve is
quite zigzag due to the nature of the data set. After performing data cleaning we are left with reliable
sources. However, these sources may not be the same
every day and as a result there is still inconsistency in
the data set hence the zigzag curve. We run the UCL
based technique over our data set. We fix the history
window size as 7 days. 31 days were identified in total when the topic ‘General Elections’ was hot. There

Drawbacks Of UCL Metric

General Trends In Hot Topics Observed By Us

There are two primary features which exist in hot topics as observed by us. These features are generic and
not restricted to the topic under consideration.
• A topic becomes hot gradually and then retains
its hotness for period of time. The best curve to
fit such a situation would be a Gaussian curve
(ideal situation). It captures the general ascent
of the topic, the peak time period and finally the
descent of the topic. Figure 2(a) represents one
such curve. Hence to correctly identify such a
span of hot topic we need a metric which cuts
through the Gaussian curves.
• A topic can shoot up to become hot all of a sudden
and then its hotness decays with time. For example, news such as ‘Tsunami’ or ‘An Earthquake’
will have such a feature. Figure 2(b) represents
one such curve. To capture this nature effectively,
we need a metric which cuts through the curve
and helps to find the values near the peak when
the topic is Hot.

If a metric is good then it follows these two properties.
Our aim is to devise such a metric.
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Our Proposed Metrics

4.1

Preface

We propose two different metrics namely U CLw and
U CLm which depend upon weighted history and median of the history respectively.
4.2

UCLw

Here we take into account the contribution of history
based on their closeness to the day under consideration. We introduce some new terms to define this
weighted measure.
d = no of documents related to topic that day
n = no of documents that day.
p = history
Pp window value
Dw = i=1 i×N o of topic relevant documents on ith
day inP
history
p
Nw = i=1 i×N o of documents on ith day in history
N = T otal number of documents in history
ptoday

=

phistw

=
=

ptoday

>

d
(4)
n
Dw
(5)
Nw
(w1 × d1 + · · · + wk × dk )
(6)
(w1 × n1 + · · · + wk × nk )
r
phistw (1 − phistw )
phistw + 3 × (
()7)
N

Here phistw comprises of weighted contribution of history where k is the history window size. In equation
(7) the R.H.S is called the UCLw and includes the contribution of phistw along with three times the standard
deviation of weighted history. If equation (7) holds
then topic is Hot that day.
4.2.1

Comparison Of UCLw With UCL

From Figure 3, it can be observed that UCLw traces
the ptoday curve more effectively than normal UCL
i.e. the shift between ptoday curve and UCLw is less.
Also, it results in plateau shaped peaks rather than
sharp like that of UCL. But it still has the defect of not
being able to capture the descending hot topic curve.
This is because when we take weighted contribution
for the topic which was Hot for a few days and the
trend is downwards then due to high contribution of
recent history some days might be not be labelled as
hot though they were actually days when the topic was
still hot. So we still miss some days when the topic was
actually hot.
The number of days which were hot according to this

Figure 3: A plot of UCL,UCLw and ptoday values
metric was 29 days for a history window size of 7 days.
So some days when the topic was hot were not identified by this metric. The day on which ‘General Elections’ was held i.e. 2004-11-02 was not identified by
this measure though the previous 3 days were labelled
as Hot.
4.3

UCLm

Here we take the median of ptoday values in history
rather than average values. If the list Arr (containing
ptoday values) is of odd length, then
phist = Arr[(size(Arr) − 1)/2]
If the list is of even length, then
phist = Arr[size(Arr)/2]
Criteria:
ptoday > phist + 3 ×

r

(

phist × (1 − phist)
)
N

(8)

Where N = Total number of documents in the history.
In equation (8) the R.H.S. is called U CLm . Figure
4 represents the values achieved from U CLm metric.
Keeping history window size fixed at 7 days a total of
31 days were identified as hot days which is same as
that obtained by using UCL metric. The day on which
the elections were held was identified as Hot using this
metric.
4.3.1

Advantages Of UCLm

From Figure 4 we can observe that using U CLm
metric is highly suitable. The mean-based UCL is
often affected by outliers. But the median is robust in

Figure 4: A plot of UCL,UCLm and ptoday values

Figure 5: Hot Topics study on Elections

the presence of small number of outliers and is often
the preferred summary statistic for the ‘centre’ of a
skewed distribution. So even for the descending hot
topic curve if the history window size is appropriate
it will take median value from history and identify
correctly days when topic is still hot.

0.03636. UCL metric value is 0.04138 and U CLw
value is 0.0372. This is because of the high contribution of the 12th day in the phist and phistw
values. But the U CLm metrics value is 0.02789
which is less than ptoday value. Hence it correctly
identifies the topic as Hot that day as it part of
the descending hot topic curve.

It forms flat cuts instead of peaks as the median
value of the various ptoday values in the history Arr[]
can remain the same even as the history updates.
The U CLm also identifies clusters of Hot Days rather
than isolated hot days. In real world also if a topic
becomes Hot for a particular day it generally retains
its hotness for a few days.

4.3.2

• On the 116th day i.e. the last day the ptoday
value is 0.02471. In the history there are some
days when the ptoday value is around 0.01 and
less. The UCL metric and U CLw metric identify
this day as a day when the topic ‘U.S. Presidential
Elections’ was Hot. The UCL value is 0.0233 and
U CLw value is 0.0220. But this is because of very
low contribution from some days which are acting
like outliers. However the U CLm metric’s value
is 0.0252 and hence it correctly classifies the day
as a day when the topic is actually not Hot.

Precision and Recall

2 experts performed analysis of the text and identified
33 Hot days. The U CLm metric detected 31 Hot days
all of which were hot days. UCL and U CLw metric
identified 31 and 29 Hot days respectively out of which
2 days were falsely classified in each case. Figure 5
represents the Hot Days identified by UCL,U CLw and
U CLm . Below are mentioned the precision and recall
values:-

The U CLm metric is the most effective as observed
from Table 1. This because it does not perform misclassification like UCL and U CLw metric and helps to
correctly identify Hot days during the descending hot
topic curve.
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Table 1: Precision and Recall
Metric
UCL U CLw U CLm
Precision 29/31 27/29
31/31
Recall
29/33 27/33
31/33

4.3.3

Observations

• The 13th day is not considered as hot by UCL
and U CLw metric. The ptoday value that day is

Effect Of History Window Size On
All Metrics

History window size is an important parameter as it
helps to determine the phist, phistw and phistm values. More the value of this parameter less effective
the results become. This is because if this window is
not of reasonable size then either the number of days
when the topic is hot will become very high or very
low making it inaccurate. So in order to get the ideal
values we vary this parameter along with the various
metrics defined.

Figure 6: History Window Size Variation

Figure 7: Derived Hotness
to results and some suspect is identified.

For a small value of history window the past is pretty
recent so a lot of days which were recently hot are
contributing. So hot days are less. The number of
hot days for UCL, U CLm increases as the window increases because of greater contribution from non Hot
days. However for the U CLw metric the value remains
nearly constant as the history window size increase.
The effect of recent days is much more as in comparison to older days in history. So it is not influenced
by the varying history window size. But the value
of U CLw metric is more in comparison to UCL and
U CLm metric, so less number of days are identified as
Hot days. From Figure 6, it was observed that the best
possible window size varied from 6-8 days. So we take
7 days as the history window size. Note that though
the number of Hot Days is nearly same for all the three
metrics using 7 days as history window, the quality of
the results varies with best results for U CLm .
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Derived Hotness

A concept which was not identified earlier and is
explored by us is that of derived hotness. A topic
may become hot suddenly and then loose its hotness.
But then again it can become hot after a span of
4-5 days. This can be referred as derived hotness.
Formally, if the topic is hot a particular day due to
the chain of events that follow a major event, we term
that hot topic a derived hot topic and this property
as derived hotness.
For example, let us consider the news of murder
of a very famous personality. The topic becomes hot
all of a sudden and retains hotness for a couple of days.
But then it is no longer hot for sometime. However
the topic again becomes hot when investigation lead

Some key points that must be considered for derived hotness on any topic in general are:• The topic should have been Hot some day in the
near history.
• There is a span of 4-5 consecutive days in the
history when the topic looses its hotness.
• On a derived day the topic becomes Hot again.
• Then, the topic may retain its hotness for some
days, i.e. we may have consecutive derived days.
To understand this concept we apply it on the topic
‘General Elections’ using the U CLm metric, considering a history window of ideal size of 7 days.
From Figure 7, we observe that there are several occasions when the topic became hot, lost its hotness but
then again regained its hotness. On the 47th and 48th
day the topic was hot and then it was not hot until it
again became hot on the 53rd and 54th days, which are
derived days.For instance on the 47th and 48th days,
the first debate over domestic issues between President
George Bush and Senator John Kerry was a major hot
topic. This was followed by discussion over terrorism
in their second debate during the 53rd and 54th days.
This debate was a follow up to the first one and so
is a part of its derived hotness. Here we observe that
on the 56th day the topic is hot again and then we
have some derived days. The 56th day is also actually
a part of derived hotness of 47th and 48th days when
the topic first became hot. So it is not essential that
derived days must be consecutive, in fact there can be
a period of derived hotness as observed above. The

perform all the experiments. Another observation is
that for very large history window size, a Van-ratio
value of 3 is not ideal and the number of days when
the topic is hot is nearly the same for all the other Vanratio values. Similar experiments were conducted for
the weighted contribution and median based approach
which resulted in similar inferences.
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Figure 8: Variation in Van-ratio Values
days which are identified as Hot Days by this mechanism are the days when some of the major events
took place. We use a purely statistical scheme to approximate major events related to the topic that led
to extraordinarily high coverage spread over multiple
days. Performing this we aim to find events that are
correlated.
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Van-ratio And Its Variation

We define a new term van-ratio which provides us the
variations for different alpha and beta values (utilized
to calculate score of a document).
V anRatio =

AlphaV alue
BetaV alue

(9)

Van-ratio is the ratio of the alpha-value to the betavalue and is always more than 1. We consider various
Van-ratio values such as 2, 2.5, 3, 4 and 5. Here the
alpha-value is 2, 5, 3, 4, 5 and the beta-value is 1, 2, 1,
1 and 1 respectively. Figure 8 illustrates the effect of
different Van-ratio value on the UCL based approach.
From figure 8, we observe that a lower Van-ratio value
results in less number of Hot days. This suggests the
importance of alpha-value or the text in ’title’ field.
More the alpha-value greater the Van-ratio and better the results. But then again we must not make
the difference between alpha-value and beta-value so
high that the contribution of the body of news feeds
is completely ignored. We know from earlier observations that the ideal history window size is 6-8 days.
So from Figure 8 it is clear that low value such as 2
and 2.5 and very high value like 5 for Van-ratio is not
suitable. So the best value for Van-ratio is either 3
or 4 which lead to nearly similar results. In our experiments we take the Van-ratio value as 3 and then

Conclusion and Future Work

The purpose of this work was to obtain a better understanding of Hot topics in News feeds and to define
new metrics which could capture the nature of news
feeds. The various trends which exist were explored
and a proper understanding of Hot topics was presented. We propose new metrics for hot topic measurement and vary various parameters like Van-ratio
and history window size to get different results and select the ideal ones with sound reasoning. In future we
intend to explore the notion of derived hotness more
deeply. We plan to consider the context of documents
using some NLP techniques.
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